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4 About

As a general core, Frama focuses on functional and practical pieces that 
aim to have a subtle presence with longevity in mind. Besides being utilitarian 
objects, our Signature Pieces have an extra sophisticated appearance that 
defines them Signature. It could be that the manufacturing process is more 
challenging, demands more special knowledge or craftsmanship. The dynamic 
of the two collections is pursued to be a cohesive experience whereby the 
different characteristics balance each other out if placed within the same 
space. Its Frama’s philosophy that juxtapositions create balance and with 
the two directions we navigate through the universe of simplicity.
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Chair 01 from Frama is inspired by the stackable chairs commonly 
found in Nordic churches since the early 20th century. Originating 
in the UK, before being imported to Scandinavia, the round-nosed 
wooden stacking chair epitomizes the democratic ideals that 
defined modern design. 

Today, with the introduction of the highly versatile Chair 01, Frama 
has endeavored to capture this democratic spirit by creating a useful 
object that is at home in a wide range of residential and commercial 
interiors. Constructed with premium grade, regionally sourced Baltic 
Birch, the joints of Chair 01 are intentionally left exposed as an 
expression of the chair’s traditional method of production. Finished 
with custom colored, organic hard wax and oils, each Chair 01 is 
intended to develop a naturally unique wood patina as it ages. 

Additionally, because customers can select from a variety of seat 
surface types (material options include veneered plywood, premium 
leather, and supple suede), the Chair 01’s can be customized to 
complement any context.
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Product  Chair
Design   Frama
Origin   Lithuania
Materials  Birch / Optional leather seat
Dimensions  H46 / H81 / W45 / D44 cm
Note   Stackable up to 4 pieces
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Address
Frama Head Office
Fredericiagade 57, 1310
Copenhagen, Denmark
+45 3140 6030
CVR 35391355

Frama StudioContact

Online store enquiries
shop@framacph.com

General enquiries
frama@framacph.com

Retail requests and orders
order@framacph.com

Press
press@framacph.com

Business/partnership requests
bc@framacph.com

Project requests
design@framacph.com

Claims
claims@framacph.com

Accounting
accounting@framacph.com.
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